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1. Introduction. In a previous paper by Cameron and Martin [2](2), the

behavior of Wiener integrals under transformations of the form

(1.1) r:    y(t) = x(t)+A(x\t)

was studied, and theorems giving a formula for the transformation of Wiener

integrals (in particular, Theorem A below) were obtained, where A(ac| /) was a

(generally nonlinear) functional depending on the function x and the number

/ and satisfying certain smoothness conditions. (The number / ranges over the

interval /: O^/^l, and the function x ranges over a measurable set T of the

space C of continuous functions on I which vanish at Z = 0.) The primary

smoothness condition on A was that it be of smooth variation in a Hubert

neighborhood of each point of the set V, according to the following definition.

Definition 1. A functional A(x|/) defined on S®I, where S is a convex

subset of C open in the uniform topology, will be said to be "of smooth variation"

if its first variation

d
(1.2) 5A(*| t\ y) s=— A(z + vy\ /)„_o

dv

exists for all (x, t, y) in S®I®C and is represenlable in the form

(1.3) «A(x| t\y) =  \   K(x\ t, s)y(s)ds, (x, t, y) E S ® I ® C;
J o

where K(x\t, s) is continuous in (x, t, s) throughout S®I2 (continuity in x be-

ing understood in the uniform topology). The functional K(x\t, s) will be called

"the kernel of the variation of K(x\t)." It is of course the classical Volterra

derivative of the functional A. (See [3, p. 49].)

It turns out, however, that the functionals A which are of the "Volterra

type," i.e., which depend on integrals with variable upper limit, do not usually

satisfy the condition, though they may satisfy all but the continuity condi-

tion on K. Thus, if
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(1.4) A(*|<) =  f fit, s, xis))ds,
J 0

where/(/, s, u) and/„(/, 5, u) are continuous in I2®(— <x>, «=), we have

8A(x\ t, y) =  I    /„(/, s, x(s))y(s)ds,
J o

which can be written in the form (1.3) if

//„(/, s, x(s)) if 0 = s < I = 1,
(1.5) -£(:*:   /, j) =   <

1 lo K'0 tf'f < « jg 1.

But this shows that (1.4) cannot be of smooth variation unless/satisfies the

highly artificial condition

(1.6) /„(/,/, *(/)) = 0

for tEI and each x in S.

In order to be able to handle functionals of the form (1.4) which do not

satisfy (1.6), we shall consider in this paper functionals of semi-smooth varia-

tion, defined as follows.

Definition 2. A functional A(x|/) defined on S®I, where S is a convex

subset of C open in the uniform topology, will be said to be "of semi-smooth varia-

tion" if its first variation (1.2) exists for all (x, t, y) in S®I®C and is repré-

sentai e in the form (1.3), where

'Kl(x\ t, s) when 0 Í / < j g 1,

2~1K1(x \t,s) + 2~1K2(x | /, s) when 0 ^ s = / ^ 1,

K2(x | /, s) when 0 á s < t £ 1,

and K1 and K2 are continuous in (x, t, s) throughout S®{0¿t^s^l] and

S® }0^5^/^l} respectively (continuity in x meaning continuity in the uni-

form topology). Again, K is "the kernel of the variation of A."

It is clear that the functional (1.4) satisfies this definition if 5 is a uni-

form sphere and if in (1.5) we put K(x\t, t) = 2~% (t, t, x(t)); and this illus-

trates the fact that the class of semi-smooth functionals is considerably wider

than the class of smooth functionals. (We shall later see that the convention

in (1.7) which requires the value on the diagonal to be the average of the right

and left limits is not merely arbitrary, but actually plays an important role in

simplifying our transformation formula. )

In this paper we shall so extend the transformation formula of [2] that it

can be applied to transformations involving functionals of semi-smooth varia-

tion. Moreover our results will be more general from another standpoint which

is likely to be important in applications; namely, we shall require only that

our conditions on A(x|/) and K(x\t, s) shall hold in a uniform neighborhood

(1.7)       K(x\ /, s) =
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of each point of our region under consideration instead of a Hubert neighbor-

hood. It is interesting that the very methods of attack we use in dealing with

the primary generalization to functionals of semi-smooth variation also yield

this relaxation of the topological requirements. Since the statement of the

earlier theorem involved both topologies in an essential way, the present

theorem is not only more general but also simpler and less confusing. Finally,

it will be noted that this same method of attack permits us to make less re-

strictive requirements on the kernel K.

Terminology and notation. // shall hereafter be understood that all topo-

logical terms are to be interpreted in the uniform topology for C unless otherwise

specified. The Hubert and uniform norms will be denoted respectively by \

and | | |.  Moreover Stielt jes integrals are to be interpreted as Riemann-

Stieltjes integrals unless otherwise specified. Finally, derivatives will be denoted

by the differential notation or by subscripts—never by primes. Thus, in this

paper x(t) and x'(t) are simply two unrelated functions. The same applies to

sets, where S and S' may be any two unrelated sets.

In order to obtain a result of any sort under the new conditions, it has been

found necessary to introduce a new concept, which is in a certain sense a

modification of the Stieltjes integral.

Definition 3. Let F(x\ t) be a functional defined for x and tonS®I (where S

is an open subset of C) and integrable in tfor each x. Let xt be the lower e-smooth-

ingofx:

1   r '
(1.8) x.(t) = — |     xis)ds [xit) = 0 if I < 0]

and let F,ix\ t) be the upper smoothing of Fix,\t) :

(1.9) F,ix\t) = — f   'Pix.\s)ds
e J t

(where F(x \ s) is understood to be constant for s on 1 ̂  s < » and fixed x).

Then we define "the functional principal value of the Stieltjes integral of F

with respect to x(t)" to be the following limit, if it exists (as a finite number) :

(1.10) T   Fix | t)d*x(t) =    lim     T  F,(x\t)dx(t).
J 0 <-K)+      J 0

This definition of course leads to the question of existence and interpreta-

tion. The following two theorems which we shall prove in §2 supply informa-

tion sufficient for our purposes in the discussions to follow. Theorem 1 deals

with the general F(x\ t) satisfying rather strong smoothness conditions, while

Theorem 2 deals with a more specialized F(x\ t) (a type arising in connection

with the application of the transformation theory to (1.4)), under less restric-

tive smoothness conditions.
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Theorem 1. Let F(x\ t) be defined on S®I, where S is a neighborhood of a

fixed point xQEC, let F(x\ t) be integrable in t on I for each xES, and let F(x\ 1)

be continuous in x at x = Xo. Then we have

(1.11) f  Fixo | t)d*xoit) =  f  Fixo\t)dxoit),
Jo Jo

provided that flF(x\t)dx(t) exists for xES and is continuous at x = x0. In par-

ticular, this condition will be fulfilled if F(x | /) is of bounded variation on I for

each xES and var(g/ [F(x\ t) — F(x0\t) ]—>0 as x—>x0.

Theorem 2. // F(x\t) =/(/, x(t)), where f(t, u) and df(t, u)/dt are continu-

ous in (/, u) on I® ( — », oo ), then the functional principal value of the Stieltjes

integral of F with respect to x(t) exists for each xEC and has the value

(1.12) f  F(x\t)d*x(t) = gil, *(1)) - f   g,it, xit))dt,
Jo Jo

where

(1.13) g(t,u) =   f  f(l,v)dv
J 0

and

gt(t, u)=dg(t, u)/dt.

We now state the most important results of this paper, which are two

transformation theorems; Theorem 3 being a local theorem and Theorem 4

the corresponding nonlocalized theorem.

Theorem 3. Let So be a sphere in C with center xo and let A(x\ t) be of semi-

smooth variation in So® I with kernel K(x\t, s). Let A and K satisfy the follow-

ing seven conditions:

(1.14.1) A(x\t)EC when xESo and At(x\t)=dA(x\t)/dt exists and is con-

tinuous in (x, t) on So®I.

(1.14.2) K(x\0, s)=Ofor (x, s)ES0®(0, lj.
(1.14.3) For each fixed tEI,\\K(xi\t,-) — K(xi\t, -)\\—>0 uniformly Xi, XiESo

as 11 |xi — x2| | |—>0.
(1.14.4) if(x|/, s) is bounded for x£S0 and s, tEI-

(1.14.5) D(xo)¿¿0; where D(x) denotes the Fredholm determinant

Dix)

K~ix | su si) ■ ■ • Kix | si, s,)

.t+±±fV.f
y=l       V\      J    0 JO

Kix | s„ Si) ■ ■ ■ Kix | s„ s,)

(1.14.6) A((x | /)d*x(/) exists for almost all x E So-

dsi • ■ • ds,

f   A,(*|
J o
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(1.14.7) —Ae(x | /)   dx(t) is defined and bounded below in (x, «)

on So® (0, €o) for some positive to < 1/2.

Then there exists a sphere S with center Xo such that if T is any Wiener

measurable subset of S, its transform 7T by the transformation T of (1.1) is

Wiener measurable. Moreover if Fiy) is any Wiener measurable functional on

TT that makes either side of the following exist, both sides exist and they are

equal:

(1.15)

f    F(y)dwy =   f    F(x + A(x | ■)) exp i-2 f   At(x |
J Tr J r (J0

t)d*x(t)

)     [At(x\ t)]2dt\ \D(x)\ dwx.

We call attention here to the fact that this formula holds by virtue of the

convention that on the diagonal s = t, K is the average of Kl and K2. The

value of the determinant actually depends on the value of K on the diagonal,

and a different convention would render the formula (1.15) incorrect.

Theorem 4. Let T be any Wiener measurable subset of C, and assume that

the transformation T of (1.1) takes T into TT in a l-to-l manner and that A is of

semi-smooth variation in So® I for a neighborhood So = So(x0) of each point x0 of

T. Assume further that the conditions (1.14.1)—(1.14.7) hold in S0 for each

xoGT. Then TV is also a Wiener measurable set; and if F(y) is a Wiener measur-

able functional that makes either side of (1.15) exist, they both exist and are equal.

Our method of attack in proving these transformation theorems will be

the following. We shall apply the results of the previous paper [2] to a family

of "smoothed" transformations which we shall show satisfy all the hy-

potheses of Theorem V of that paper. By a limiting argument we shall show

that this yields the desired formula locally under slightly more restricted con-

ditions on K(x\t, 5). This result (Theorem 3a) then leads to a correspond-

ingly restricted form of Theorem 4 (Theorem 4a), by an argument identical

with the one used in [2] to obtain its Theorem V from its Theorem IV. A sec-

ond application of the "smoothing" argument leads from Theorem 4a to

Theorem 3 ; and Theorem 4 follows from 3 in the same way that 4a followed

from 3a.

The authors wish to thank W. T. Martin for checking our results at an

intermediate stage.

2. Functional principal values of Stieltjes integrals. We now proceed to

establish Theorems 1 and 2.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let
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(2.1) GF[x] m f F(x\ t)dx(l)
J o

whenever the functional F and the function x are such that the Riemann-

Stieltjes integral exists in the ordinary sense. Then it is clear that

Gp,[x] =   f  F((x\ t)dx(l)
J o

exists in some neighborhood of x0, for Ff is the smoothing of Fix,\t) and is

hence absolutely continuous. Moreover, integrating by parts and using the

fact that F(x\s) = F(x\ 1) on 1 =s< °o, we have

GF,[x] = — I      I       F(xe\ s)dsdx(t) = — |       F(x,\ s)ds-x(l)
t J o   J t « J 1

i r1
-I     x(t) [Fix, | / + e) - F(x, | /) ]dt

€   Jo

= F(x, I l)x(l)-j       x(l- ()F(xc | /)d/ + — j     x(/)F(x« | t)dt
e  J t e J o

1    /. i+«
= — I        [x(/) - x(t - ¿)]F(x( | /)d/

€   J o

provided we define x(Z) to be constant on /^ 0 and on 1 ¿t. Thus

F(x,\ t)dxt(t),
0

Fix, | /)dxf(/) = F(x, | 1) I       dx,(t)

= F(x,\ l)[x((l + e) - xe(l)].

Since x€-^x and F(x\ 1) is continuous at x = x0, we have

(2.2) lim   [Gp,[xo] -Gf[xo„]\ = 0.
«-»o+

But by hypothesis, Gp[x] is continuous at x = Xo, and hence

(2.3) lim Gp[xo„] =GF[xo\;
«->o+

and (2.2), (2.3) with (1.10) and (2.1) imply (1.11). Thus the first part of the
theorem is established, and the second part follows from the fact that

G,[x] = F(x\ l)x(l) -  f   x(t)dF(x\t),
J o
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since this implies that

\Gf[x] -GF[xo]\ è\F(x\ l)x(l) -F(*o| l)*o(l)|

+ | I | x — Xo M I var [F(xo \ t) ]

+ 111 x||| var [F(x\t) - F(x0\ t)].
tGi

Thus Theorem 1 is established.

Proof of Theorem 2. By hypothesis it is clear that Fix] 1) is continuous

for each x in C, and from the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that (2.2) holds.

Thus, to establish (1.12) it only remains to show that

(2.4) lim GF[x,] = gil, *(1)) -  f   gtit, xit))dt.
e-K)+ J 0

We first note from (1.13) that git, 0) =0 and gu(/, u) =/(/, u) and that gt(/, u)

— ¡oftit, v)dv. We now have

/» i /» i d% (¿\
Fix, | t)dx,it) =   I    guit, x,it)) —^— dt

= /   (dtgil'*'W) ~ gt{t' x'(/))} dt

= gii, xe(i)) - r gi(/, x,it))dt.
J 0

Thus clearly (2.4) (and hence (1.12)) follows.

3. Statements of earlier results. Since we shall rely quite heavily on the

statement of Theorem V of [2], we shall state it here in complete detail.

Theorem A. Let Y be any Wiener measurable subset of C, and assume that

the transformation (1.1) takes Y into TY in a l-to-l manner, and that A is of

smooth variation in a Hubert neighborhood i?(.x0) of each point Xo of Y. Assume

further that the following eight conditions hold in Hixo) for each XoEY:

(3.1.1) A(x| t) EC and A((x| /) exists and is of bounded variation in t on I for

eachxEHixo).

(3.1.2) Kix\0,s)=0for (x, s)EHix0)®I.

(3.1.3) ||.rv(xi|/i, •) — Kix2\t2, -)\\—>0 uniformly for t\, t2EIandxi, x2Giz"(x0)

as \h—12\—-»0 and \\xi — x2||—>0.

(3.1.4) ||a:(x|/,-)|| is bounded in Hix0)®I.

(3.1.5) Z)(x0)^0.

(3.1.6) Ktix\t, s) exists and is continuous iuniform topology for x) in

Hix0)®I2.

(3.1.7) supí.sg:/ |a"¡(x|/, i)I iand hence also supt|Sgr |üC(x|í, s)\) is

bounded in every subset of HixB) which is bounded in the uniform topology.
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(3.1.8) supsg/ var¡e/ [a"¡(x|/, s)] is bounded in every subset of i7(x0)

which is bounded in the uniform topology.

Then it follows that TY is Wiener measurable, and furthermore that if Fiy)

is a Wiener measurable functional that makes either side of the following exist,

both sides exist and they are equal:

/•til f% W / r, 1

I      Fiy)dwy =  \      F(* + A(*| ■)) exp (-2 I    A,(x|/)dx(/)
J TT J r \        Jo

- |     [A((x| /)]2d/)| £>(x)| dwx.

In addition to this theorem we shall need the following lemma which is

almost identical with Lemma 1 of [2] in statement and proof.

Lemma 1. Let A(x|/) be a functional of semi-smooth variation defined on

S®I, where S is an open convex subset of C, and let Kix\t, s) be the kernel of

its variation. Then if XoES, we have

(3.2)   A(x| /) = A(xo| /) +  I     dv I    K[x0 + (x - x0)v\ t, s][xis) - x0is)]ds
Jo        Jo

for all (x, t)ES®I. Moreover the kernel K is completely defined in S®I2 by

the functional A.

Finally, we state Lemma 2 as a trivial extension of Corollary 3 of Lemma

2 of [1 j.

Lemma 2. Let z0 be a limit point of a set Z in a metric space ©, let AT(z| t,s)

be Borel measurable in it, s) for each zEZ on 0</, s<l, let K be bounded on

Z®I2, and let limz_zo K{z\t, s)—Kit, s) on 0</, s<l. Then limz^0Diz)=D,

where Diz) and D are respectively the Fredholm determinants associated with

Kiz\t, s) and Kit, s), with parameter X= — 1.

4. Statements of the restricted theorems. Before proving Theorems 3 and

4 we shall have to prove the following two weaker theorems.

Theorem 3a. The conclusion of Theorem 3 holds if we add to the hypothesis

the assumption

(4.1) var [Kix | /, s)] is finite and is bounded on So ® I.
tGi

Theorem 4a. The conclusion of Theorem 4 holds if we add to the hypothesis

that condition (4.1) is to hold in 50(xo) for each xo in Y.

5. Behavior of the smoothed A and its kernel. We shall next prove some

preliminary lemmas that will be used in establishing Theorem 3a, which is
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the crux of the paper. In this section we shall prove Lemmas 3,4, and 5, which

give the behavior of a suitably smoothed modification of A.

Notation. Let

(5.1) A«(x|z) =• Ae(x|/) - Ae(x|0)

where A, has the meaning given by the (.-subscript notation defined in (1.9). Let

T' denote the transformation

T':    yit) = x(/) + A«(x|/);

and let A0, K°, T°, and D° denote A, K, T, and D respectively.

Lemma 3. Let A(x|/) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Then there is a

concentric subsphere Si of 50 and a positive number €i such that if x0' ESi and

0 <e<ei, A'(x| /) is of smooth variation in some Hilbert neighborhood H,ix¿ ) of

Xo'. Moreover if (x, /, s) EH,ix¿ ) ®I2, the variation kernel K' of A' is given by

K'ix \t, s)

J      /* min (H-€,l)   /    /» t+t *• í "\

(5.2) "Ti I  I        Kix,\ t, u)dr -  j     Kix, \ t, u)dr V du.

Proof. As a preliminary step we notice the following result which will be

of use in other lemmas as well as this one. Let r0 be the radius of .So and let Si

be the uniform sphere of center x0 and radius r0/3. Let xo,«(/) be the lower

e-smoothing! ofjfx0(/); choose ei>0 such that | |x0,e — x0| 11 <r0/3 if

0<€<ei; and let H,ix¿) be the Hilbert sphere of radius (r0/3)e1/2 about x0'.

Then if 0<e<ei and x0' ESi, we have

(5.3) x E H,ixo) ->- x, E So.

For

|   Xe  —   Xo |  I  |   =■   |     \   X,  —   Xo., |  |  |   +  |  |   |   Xo,,  ~   X0,, |  |  |   + |  |  |   #0,e  ~   X0 |  |  | ,

and, using the Schwarz inequality for the first term, we see that each term

on the right is less than r0/3 under the given circumstances. It is to be noted

that the radius of Si (namely r0/3) is independent of e; and it should also be

noted that if xEH,ixó) we have that A(xe|/) is defined and A(y|/) is of

semi-smooth variation in a set containing y = x€.

We next show that Ae(x|/) is of smooth variation in H,ix¿) and compute

its kernel K'ix\t, s). Using the definition of Ae in (5.1) and (1.2), (1.3), (l.g),

(1.9) and the fact that AT(x|s, u)=Kix\s, 1) on 1^5<œ and yit) =6 if

/<0, we have for (x, y, t)EH,ix¿)®C®I

5A'(x | /1 y) = 5Ae(x | /1 y) + 5Ae(x | 0 | y),

ii d   (I   ("+' ,        ) 1 I   r'+e i
SAe(x I /1 y) = — \— I       A(xe - vy, \ r)dr} = — I       SAix, \ r \ y,)dr

dv { e J t ) J„=0 « J t
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J      ç. t+t    n 1

= — I I     Kix, | t, u)y,iu)dudr
e  J t      Jo

l        ç 1       /     ç   u ç  t+t "J

= — I      <   I       y(i)ds I        F"(x, | r, 2í)dr> díí

1       /» 1 /» min (a+e,l) /» í+t

= — j    yis)ds i dw j       F"(xe | r, M)dr.

561

Thus ÔA' is of the form (1.3) with kernel K* given by (5.2), and it follows

from the hypotheses on K that K' is continuous in (x, /, s) throughout

H,ix¿)®I2 whenever x0' ESi and 0<e<ei. This completes the proof of the

lemma.

In the following lemmas (4-7), the notation introduced in connection with

Lemma 3 will be maintained, and it will be assumed in all of them that

A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.

Lemma 4. If B denotes an upper bound for if(x| /, s) in So® I2, we have

K'ix \t,s)\^2B for (x, /, s, e) E Si ® I2 ® [0, *) and

for x E H,ixo) with (x0, /, s, e) E Si ® I2 ® (0, ei).
(5.4)

If Xo' ESi and 0<e<€i, then A'(x|/) and Keix\t, s) satisfy conditions (3.1.1)—

(3.1.4) and (3.1.6), (3.1.7) iyoithxó replacing x0 and H, replacing H). Moreover

if K satisfies condition (4!1), K' satisfies condition (3.1.8).

Proof. The inequality (5.4) follows trivially from (5.2), (5.3). Each of the

conditions can be verified in a straightforward manner, and we shall therefore

carry through the verification only for the most difficult one, namely (3.1.3).

We observe

\K<ixi\ h, ■) - Ä^(x2| fe, -)|| =~ || I K'ixi\ h, ■) - K'ixtl /2, •)
> min (s+e.l)     /    /» fi+«

I   j K,(%x,t | t, u)dr

(5.5)

1   I r
e2 sGi\J3

JÍ2+Í /• t "j
Fv(x2,e | t, u)dr —   j      [i?(xi,e | r, u) — Kixt,, | T, M)]dT>dW

h Jo )

— I        I      ^(xi.j | t, u)dr —   I F^(xi,e | t, M)dr  dw
e     «7 o    | J i, J ij+e

1     /• ! /» h+t

-\-j    du j I FJ(xi,f | t, u) — Kix2,, | t, w) I dr
*    J o J t2

i z*1    c* i i i       i
H-I     dîi  I      | 7i(xi,e I r, «) — A^(x2,e | t, u) | dr.

€2 J o        Jo

Now the first term of the last member does not exceed 2e~2| /2 — /i| B, and by

+
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the Schwarz inequality each of the last two terms of the last member of (5.5)

does not exceed

— f   ||A-(x,,«|t,  ■) - Kixi,,\r,  -)\\dr.
t2 J o

Hence by (1.14.3) and (1.14.4) and the principle of bounded convergence it

follows that the last two terms of (5.5) approach zero uniformly for x\, x2

EHtixó) as ||xi —x2||—>0. Thus (3.1.3) holds in H,(xá). This concludes the

proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. We have

(5.6.1) lim  Kix\ t, s) = Kixo \ t, s) uniformly for it, s) El2;
x-*x0

(5.6.2) lim     [K'ix\ t, s) - A:«(x01 /, s)] = 0 uniformly for (f, s) E I'1;
f-»0+,z->z0

(5.6.3) lim    K'iy\t, s) = Kix\l, s) if ix, t, s) ES!® {O < t, s < l\;
«-*0+,!/-»z

(5.6.4) lim    A'(y | /) = A(x | /) if (x, /) E St ® I uniformly in tfor each x;
€-K)+,tf—*x

(5.6.5) lim    D'iy) = Dix)  if xESu
t—*0+ ,lf—*x

Here De denotes the Fredholm determinant associated with K'.

Proof. Since A is of semi-smooth variation, Klix\t, s) is continuous in

(x, /, s) in So® {0^/^5=l} and hence for each x in S0 it is continuous in x

uniformly with respect to (/, s) in {O^/^i^l}. The same is true for

K2ix\t, s) in {Ogs^/gl} and for Kl+K2 on the diagonal {Ogs = /^l}.

Hence for each x in So, Kix\ t, s) is continuous in x uniformly with respect to

(/, s) in I2, and in particular, (5.6.1) is established. Moreover, as x—>x0 and

e—>0+, we have x0,e—*xo and x—>x0 and Kix0,,\t, s) and Kix,\t, s) both ap-

proach Kixo\t, s) uniformly in /, s. Thus Kix,\t, s)—Kix0,,\t, s)—+0 uniformly

in (/, s) in I2, and (5.6.2) follows from (5.2) and (5.6.1).

Again, if 0</, s<l and x, yESi and 0<e<min (ei, 1— s), we have from

(5.2)
J       /» s+e    /» i+«

K'iy | /, s) - Kix | /, s) = — I        I       [Kiy, \ t, u) - Kix | /, s)]drdu

^    /» »+,  t,,
-I K(y, | r, u)drdu.

e2 J,      Jo

Since K is continuous in (x, /, s) when tj¿s and since K(x\ 0, s) =0, it follows

that the two averages in the right member of (5.7) approach zero as e—>0+

and y—>x (in the uniform topology), provided t^s. On the other hand, if
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t = s, we have K = K1/2+K2/2 and hence for 0<e<min (elt /, 1-/), 0</<l,

and x£.Si we have

J       /• t+t     r* u

K'(y \t,t) - K(x\t,t) = — I I     [Kl(y, \ r, u) - K\x \ t, t)]drdu
«2 J í     J t

+ — f        f      [K2(y, \t,u) - K2(x | /, /) ]drdu
C J t        J u

J        ft  t+t     n t

-I I     iïT1 (ve | r, u)drdu.
e2 J í      Jo

As before, the averages on the right approach zero as e—>0+ and y—->x, and

hence, whether i = jor not, we have (5.6.3). Moreover it follows from (5.6.3),

(5.4), and Lemma 2 that (5.6.5) holds.

Finally it follows from (1.14.1) that A((x|/) is continuous in (x, /) on

So®I uniformly in / for each x, and by integration on / that the same is true

for A. Thus for each x£Si, A(ye| s)—»A(x| /) uniformly in / as y—»x, s—H, and

€—>0+; and hence Ae(y|/)—>A(x|/) uniformly in / and (5.6.4) holds. Thus the

lemma is proved.

6. Behavior of smoothed transformations. We shall now study the

smoothed transformation

(6.1) T':    y(t) = x(t) + A'(x | /).

In the following two lemmas, the notation used in Lemma 3 and the hy-

potheses of Theorem 3 will continue to be understood.

Lemma 6. There is a uniform concentric sub sphere 52 of Si and a positive

«2^«i such that T' takes S2 into T'S2 in a l-to-l manner for each e on 0^€ge2.

The radius of S2 is independent of e.

Proof. Consider the transformation

T\:    yit) = x(t) + a\(x\ t),

where

(6.2) Ai(x| /) = Ae(xo| /) +  i    75:e(xo| /, s)[x(s) - x0(s)]ds.
J 0

Now by (5.6.5) and (1.14.5) we can choose a positive e2 ¿«i, a concentric

subsphere 52' of Si, and a positive number 7 such that

(6.3) I D'(x) I > 7 > 0 if x E S2'  and 0 ^ e ^ ti ;

so it follows from Fredholm theory that the linear transformation T[ has a

single-valued inverse (F{)_1 over C given by

V
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(FÍ)   S    z(t) = yit) - A(x0| /)

(6.4)
+ j    **(<> s)[yis) - xois) - Ae(x0| t)]ds,

J 0

where k'it, s) is the Volterra reciprocal kernel of K'ixo\t, s) and hence satis-

fies for 0leges'

(6.5) k'it, s) + K'ixo \ t, s) = —  J     k'il, u)K'ix01 u, s)du.
J 0

It is easy to show by integral equation theory that k'it, s) is bounded for

(/, s, e)£/2®[0, €2 ] since we have already shown in (5.4) and (6.3) that

K'ix0\t, s) and [£>e(x0)]_1 are. Let

(6.6) | k'it, s)\ < Bi        for (/, s, e) E P ® [0, e2' ].

Now let

(6.7) T\=ifi)~lf,

so that

T\:    zit) = x(/) + A2(x|/)

where

A2(x I /) = Ae(x | /) — A€(x01 /)

(6.8)
+  |     k it, s) [x(i) + A (x | s) — Xois) — A (x01 s) ]ds

J 0

We shall now obtain a Lipschitz condition for A2.

To estimate the increment of A« as x changes, we apply Lemma 1 to

A«(x|/) and obtain for x, x'ES{

f   dv f   K'[x' + (x - x')v | /, s][xis) - x'(5)]ds;
Jo        J 0

hit) m Ae(x | /) - Ae(x' | /)

(6.9) = J     aVJ
J 0 "  0

and from (6.8) it follows that

(6.10) A2(x | /) - A2(x' I /) = 7i(/) + Iiit)

where

(6.11) hit) =  f   k'it, s)[xis) - x'is) + his)]ds.
J 0
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Substituting (6.9) in (6.11) we have

hit) =  f   k'(t,s)[x(s) - x'(s)]ds
J 0

+  j     k'it, s)ds I     K'(xo | s, u)[x(u) — x'(u)]du
J o Jo

+  I     k'(t, s)ds I     dv I     [K'(x' + (x — x')v | s, u)
Jo Jo        Jo

— K'(xo I s, u)][x(u) — x'(u)]du.

Simplifying the second term of the right member of (6.12) by means of (6.5),

cancelling the first term with one of the resulting terms, and substituting in

(6.10), we obtain (using (6.9)),

A2(x | /) - A2(x' I /)

=  |     dv j     [K'(x' + (x - x')v 11, s) - K'(xo | /, s)] [x(s) - x'(s)]ds
Jo        Jo

+  f   k'(t, s)ds I     dv j     [K'(x' + (x - x')v \ s, u)
Jo Jo        Jo

— K'(xo | s, u)][x(u) — x'(u)]du,

so that from (6.6) it follows that

(6.13) | || A2(x| •) - A2(x'| -)|| | = (1 + Bi)\ | I x- x'| | \G(x, x')

where, for x, x'ESí,

Cl , i

(6.14) G(x, x') =  sup | K'(x' + (x - x')v \t,s)- K'(x0 \t, s)\ ds.
MG/ Jo

We next seek to estimate G(x, x') in the neighborhood of x0. We note

that for v E I,

III [x' + (x — x')v] — Xo I I I ̂  v I I I x — Xo I I I + (1 — v) I I I x' — Xo I I
á max [ | | | x — Xo | | |,  |   | *' — x01 | | ],

so that we have from (5.6.2) and (6.14) that G(x, x')—>0 as x—>x0, x'—>x0, and

e—»0+. We can therefore choose a concentric subsphere S'2' of Si and a positive

number e2 ̂  e2 such that

1
G(x, x') ^- when x, x' E 52"  and 0 g e g e2.

6(1 + Fi)
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Thus we have for 0^e^e2,

(6.15) |||a2(x| 0 - A2(x'| Olli = lili *- *'|||, x,x'ESi'.

The radius r2" of Sí' is independent of e.

We have obtained a Lipschitz condition for A2, and we shall now show that

a transformation can be defined which agrees with A2 in the neighborhood of

Xo, is defined over the whole of C, and satisfies a Lipschitz condition with

multiplier less than unity. This will enable us to apply Lemma 2 of [2] and

show that the new transformation takes C into C in a 1-to-l way.

Let the transformation T\ be defined over the whole of C for 0^e^e2

as follows:

(6.16) T\:    yit) = x(/) + A3(x|/)

where

(6.17) Ae3(x | /) = A2(x | t)4>i0 | | | x - xo | | | )

and

(6.18) 0 = 2/r,"

and A'¿ is defined in any arbitrary manner where it is now undefined (3), and

f     1        if    u Ú 1,

2 - u    if    1 g u g 2,

0        if    2 g u.

We note that the function \p satisfies the Lipschitz condition

(6.20) | ^(mi) — ^(w2) | ?£ | Mi — Ut |

for non-negative Ui, m2. We shall show that for all sufficiently small e, A3

satisfies the Lipschitz condition

(6.21) HI As(x| 0 - AÜ(x'| -)| I I = è| I I x - x'\\ |, x,x'EC.

To show this we assume without loss of generality (because of the symmetry

of (6.21)) that

(6.22) I I I x - x0| I I = I I I x' - Xo\ I |.

From the definition of A3(x| /) we have that

(6.23) I 11 A3(x| 0 - A3(x'| 0 I I I = Qi + &

where

(6.19) ^(m) =

(3) The values of A| outside S2 ' are of no significance because we have chosen 6 so that

<l/(o\ I \x— xo\ I I ) is zero there.
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(6.24) Ç?, = ID AÎ(*| 0 - A2(x'| OlII^H | x- x0|||)

and

(6.25) Ö2 = |||A2(x'| Olli {|lK« III *- *o HI) -WIN *'- *o HI).
From (6.24), (6.15), (6.18), (6.19) we have for all x, x'EC satisfying (6.22)
and for 0^e^e2,

(6.26) Qi^\\\\x-x'\\\

(as one sees by taking the cases x£S2" and xE^i' separately). Next we note

from (6.8) that Al(x0\t)=0 and from (6.25), (6.15), (6.20) we have for all

x£Cand x'ESJ' and for 0gege2,

02 = l||| x'- x„||| -elU x- x'HI,

so that from (6.18), (6.25), (6.19) we have for all x, x'EC satisfying (6.22)

and for 0 ^ e ̂  e2

(6.27) Q2 ̂  |||| x- x'| | |

(as one sees by taking the cases x'ESi' and x'ES" separately). But (6.23),

(6.26), and (6.27) imply that (6.21) holds whenever (6.22) holds, and by
symmetry it follows that (6.21) holds for all x, x'EC, provided 0^Éáe2.

Now the Lipschitz condition (6.21) allows us to conclude from Picard 's

theorem (see Lemma 2 of [2]), that Tl takes C into C in a 1-to-l manner.

Moreover, from (6.17) it follows that A3(x | t)=A'2(x \ t) whenever ^(01 | |x-x0| | |)

= 1, so that by (6.16), (6.18), (6.19), we have

(6.28) T'i(x) = T\(x)

if 0 =^ ^e2 and xESt, where S2 is the open sphere of radius r2 = r{ /2 about x0.

Thus

(6.29) TlSi=TlSt, 0 = e ̂  €2,

and Tl takes S2 into F2S2 in a 1-to-l manner, so that

(6.30) (F2)_1y = (Tlf'y if y G tIs2, 0 = e = e2,

where the left member of (6.30) is understood to be that value of the inverse

which lies in S2, and there is obviously only one such value. Moreover, since

T\ takes C into C in a 1-to-l manner, it follows that T[ takes F252 into

T[T'2Si in a 1-to-l manner; or since T¡T2= T' by (6.7), we have that T' takes

S2 into F*52 in a 1-to-l manner. Thus the lemma is established.

Lemma 7. For 0^e = e2 the sets TeSi are open. Moreover there exists a uni-

form sphere U with center Txo in the image space and a positive e3^€2 such that

UETSifor all e on [0, e3]. The radius p of U is independent of e.
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Proof. We first note that (FÍ)-1 also satisfies a Lipschitz condition through-

out C; specifically, for 0^e^e2 and y, y'EC we have

(6.31) HI (fif'y - (rîf V 11J * (1 + Bt) 111. y - J111.
For we have from (6.4) that

iT\)~ly - (fi)~\' = y- y'+ f   k'(-, s)[y(s) - y'is)]ds,
J o

and (6.31) follows from (6.6).

Next we note that (F3)_1 also satisfies a Lipschitz condition throughout

C; for 0 = €<e2 and y, y'EC, we have

(6.32) | | | (T\yly - (f3)~ V I I I = 2 | | | y - y'| | |.

For we have from (6.16) and (6.21),

| | | x - x' | | | = | | | Fe3x - A3(x | •) - T\x' + A\(x' I 0|||

= | | | T\x - T3x' | | | + \ | | | x - x' | | |,

and on transposing the second term of the right member and replacing x and

x' by (Tt)~xy and (T'3)-y, we obtain (6.32).

Now (6.31) and (6.32) obviously imply that for 0 = e = e2 and y, y'EC we

have the following Lipschitz condition for (FjF3)-1:

(6.33) HI (TiT\)-\ - (fiT\)-\> I I I á X I I I y - y' I I I,

whereX = 2(1+Fi). Hence 111 (FJF|)_1y —x0| | | is a continuous function of y on

C, and the set where it is less than r2 is open. Thus T\T\Si is open, and from

(6.29) and (6.7), it follows that T'S2 is open when 0^e^e2.

Finally, let us choose p = r2/2X and

U- {yEC:   \\\ y - Tx0\\\ < p],

and by (5.6.4) let us choose a positive e3^e2 such that

| | Ae(x01 0 — A(xo | 0||| < P when 0 ^ e ^ es.

Then when Oge^e3 and yEU, we have by (6.33), (6.28), and (6.7)

I   I   I    /T«€T«€\— III     ̂ -   \    I   I   I T«' T>* I   I   I| (FiFis)    y— xo | I | S X | | | y — Fir3x01 |

= X | | | y - FeiF2Xo | | | = X | | | y - fx0 \ | |

^ X | | | y - Txo | | | + X | | | Fxo - F'xo | | |

< Xp + X | | | A(x01 0 — A (xo | Olli = 2Xp = r2.

Thus for Ogege3, we have by (6.29) and (6.7) that
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y E U+(TiT\)  1yES2+yE T\t\Si+y E TWtSf*y E TS2

and the lemma is proved.

7. Proof of Theorem 3a. We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 3a,

dividing the proof into a number of cases.

Case I. For this case we make the following additional assumptions : Y = S

— Si ; and F(y) is bounded and continuous in the uniform topology and vanishes

outside the sphere U defined in Lemma 7.

To establish Case I, we first note that the conclusions of Lemmas 3—7

concerning Ae, K', and D' all hold; and Lemmas 3, 4, and 6 (including state-

ment (6.3) of Lemma 6) imply that the hypotheses (and hence the conclu-

sions) of Theorem A hold for the transformation T' in S2 when 0<e = e2.

Thus we have that T'Si is Wiener measurable and that

(7.1) f      F(y)dwy =  f    F(T'x)e^^\ D'(x)\ dwx,
J t's2 J s2

where

(7.2) $'(x) =   f   [ — A'(x|«)l dt + 2 f   F— Ae(.x|/) \dx(t).

But by the assumption, F(y) vanishes outside U and by Lemma 7 we know

that U is contained in both T'Si and in TS2 ( = T0S2), for 0 <e = e3. Moreover

TS2 is Wiener measurable, since by Lemma 7 it is open. Thus for positive

e = €3 we have

F(y)dwy =   I     F(y)dwy =   I      F(y)dwy,
T€Si J u J TSí

so that by (7.1),

F(y)dmy =   I     F(T'x)e-*'^ \ D'(x) | dwx.
TS2 J Si

Let us now take limits in (7.3) as e—>0+. Since the left member is inde-

pendent of e, it is unchanged, and we shall seek to show that the right mem-

ber approaches the right member of (7.4) below, which will then be estab-

lished.

/* w rtw

(7.4) I      F(y)du,y =  I     FiTx)er*<* | D(x) | dwx,
J TSi J Sí

where

(7.5) *(x) = j    Í— A(x|/) \dt + 2 j    \— A(x| /) |d*x(/).
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To establish this, we note that F(T'x)-+F(Tx) boundedly, since Fis bounded

and continuous and (5.6.4) holds. Moreover D'(x)—+D(x) in 52 by (5.6.5),

and the approach is bounded since, by (5.4), K' is uniformly bounded. Thus

(7.4) will be established and Case I will be proved when we show that

(7.6) lim  $e(x) = 4>(x) for almost all x in Si,

and the limitand of the left member of (7.6) is bounded below.

To establish (7.6), we first note from (1.14.1) that for all x in St

and of course the limitand of the left member is bounded below. We next

proceed to establish for almost all x£52

(7.8) lim    T   \—A'(x\t)\dx(t)=  \      — A(x| /) \d*x(t),
«-0+  Jo   Ldt J Jo   Ló7 J

together with the fact that the limitand of the left member is bounded below.

To do this, we must study the relationship between [ôA(x|/)/â/], and

dA'(x\t)/dt or the equal quantity dAe(x|/)/d/. Since differentiation and

smoothing operators are commutative where they apply freely, these two

expressions must be equal on [0, 1—e); but since for />1 we must interpret

A(x|/) and A¡(x|/) as A(x| 1) and A¡(x| 1) respectively in taking smoothings,

the smoothing of the derivative exceeds the derivative of the smoothing by

(/ + € — l)e-1Ai(x€| 1) on (1 —e]. Thus we have for /£/, Z^l — e,

Yd .    "1 d . max [/ + e - 1, O]
— A(x \t)-A'(x   /)=--At(x,\ 1),

L.Ó7 Je      dt e

and

1   r1
(7.9) =— (/ + e- l)dx(t)At(x,\ 1)

e J i_e

=   |x(l)-j    x(/)d/j A((xe| 1).

But it is clear from (1.14.1) and the continuity of x(t) that the last member

of (7.9) approaches zero as €—>0+; and hence (1.14.6) and (7.9) (together

with the definition of a functional principal value, (1.10)) show that (7.8)

holds for almost all x in 52. Finally (7.7) and (7.8) show that (7.6) holds

almost everywhere in S2, and (1.14.7) insures that the limitand on the left of
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(7.6) is bounded below. Thus (7.4) follows from (7.3) by bounded conver-

gence, and Case I is established.

Case II. For this case we make the assumption that F(y) is the characteristic

functional of an interval

J:    ay < x(t¡) < ßj
(7.10)

(0 < h < ti < ■ ■ ■ < tN ^ 1; - °o ^ a¡ ^ ßj ^ + «O,

and that T = 5 = 53, where 53 is an open sphere about x0 of radius r3<r2 such

that F53C U. The fact that such a sphere exists follows from the continuity of

Tx. (See (6.7), (6.15), and (6.2).)

In order to establish Case II, we apply Case I to the functional

(7.11) F,(y) = *„„( | | | (FiF3)-iy - *o | | | ) Ü ♦/.•(*'/))

where #j,,(w) is a continuous "trapezoidal" function which equals zero out-

side the interval a¡<u<fi¡; equals unity on the interval

aj + rj^u^ßj-ri

and is linear on the remaining intervals; and for the case j = 0 we take

a0= —oo, 0o = r3. Since (JiFs)-1 satisfies the Lipschitz condition (6.33)

throughout C, Fv(y) is continuous throughout C; and since F_1y = (FiF3)_1y

on TSi by (6.30) and (6.7), it follows that

¡i
Fviy) = tfo„ ( | | | T-*y - xo | | | ) II */.,(y«,-)) if y G TSt.

¿-i

Thus F^(y) vanishes outside F53, and consequently outside U. Hence the

extra conditions of Case I are satisfied if we take its Y = S2, and we have

(7.4) holding with F replaced by F,.
Now notice that Fv(y) increases monotonically as rj decreases, and that

lim Fv(y) = F(y)xTS3(y),
n->o+

where for any set E, Xb(j) denotes the characteristic functional of E. Thus, by

monotonie convergence, we may take the limit as r\—»0+ on both sides of (7.4)

with F, replacing F, and we obtain

ft w stw

(7.12) I     F(y)dwy =  |     F(Fx)e-*<*> | Dix) | dwx.
J TSz J S3

Thus Case II is established; and in particular it has been established that

FiTx) is measurable on 53, or that 53nr-1/ is measurable. We also call

attention to the fact that a somewhat similar argument establishes the meas-

urability of F(/P\53). For we note that the characteristic functional of this
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set is

If

lim <t>o.v( | | | (TiT3)-iy - x„ | | | ) Ü ^i.AiTiT^yitj)],
V->0+ j'=l

and hence is measurable.

Case III. For this case we make the assumption that F(y) is the character-

istic functional of a measurable set G in C. To establish this case we choose

5 = S3, and we first consider the subcase in which Y = S. Thus if G is an

interval, this subcase reduces to Case II, and is established. If G is the union

of a countable set of intervals, the theorem holds for each interval, and hence

by monotone convergence for G. If G is the intersection of a countable set of

unions of countable sets of intervals, the theorem again holds by monotone

convergence. If G is a null set, it is a subset of a null set of the preceding type,

and the theorem follows trivially. If G is an unrestricted measurable set, it is

the difference of sets of the two preceding types, and the result again follows

trivially. Thus the subcase in which T = 5 is established.

To establish Case III in general, we must show that for a measurable set

YES, the transformed set Fr is also measurable. But this was shown at the

end of Case II for sets Y of the form Ji^S, where / is an interval; and our

theorem therefore holds for Y of this type, since we can apply the subcase

to the functional

XonrunS)(y) = F(y)xrynsj(y).

The proof of Case III is completed by simply enlarging the class of sets J

from intervals to measurable sets as we did for G in the subcase.

Case IV. The general case. We now enlarge the class of functionals from

characteristic functionals of measurable sets (for which the theorem was

proved in Case III) to general measurable functionals. This can be done in

the usual way, extending first to simple functionals, then to non-negative

measurable functionals, and then to general measurable functionals. Thus

Theorem 3a is established.

8. The proof of Theorem 4a. In order to prove Theorem 4a, let us first see

what Theorem 3a enables us to conclude. If x0 is any point of our set Y,

then there exists a uniform neighborhood S(x0) contained in 50(x0) such that

the desired transformation formula holds for any Wiener measurable subset

of S(x0) ; and the transformation T takes this subset into a measurable set.

Now let Xi, x2, • • • be a countable set of points of Y whose neighborhoods

5(xi), S(xt), ■ ■ • cover Y. (Since C is a separable metric space in the uniform

topology, any covering can be reduced to a countable covering, and therefore

such a set {x„} exists.) Then rcU"=1 S(xn), and if Yn = Yr\S(xn), we have

r = U"_i rn. The desired transformation formula (1.15) applies to each set(4)

(4) It is understood that Ut_il'* denotes the empty set.
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rn — U£lJ r* (»= 1, 2, • • ■ ), and the transform of each of these sets is measur-

able. Since the Wiener integral is completely additive for non-negative inte-

grands, we may sum over n and thus obtain the measurability of Fr and the

validity of (1.15) for non-negative F(y). The extension to general F(y) is

immediate, and Theorem 4a is proved.

9. The proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. We shall show that Theorem 3 fol-

lows from Theorem 4a in the same way that Theorem 3a follows from Theo-

rem A. We first note that under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, Lemmas 1-7

still hold, except that in Lemma 4 we can no longer conclude that K' satisfies

condition (3.1.8). In particular, we ifote from Lemma 6 that T' takes 52 into

T'S2 in a 1-to-l way. We now take 52 to be the Y of Theorem 4a.

We next verify that when 0<e<e3, Ae and K' satisfy the hypotheses of

Theorem 4a; i.e., that they satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3 as well as

Condition (4.1) in a neighborhood S0 = So(xo') of each point x0' of Y = S2.

By Lemma 3 we know that A« is of smooth variation in some Hilbert neigh-

borhood H,(xó) (and hence also in some uniform neighborhood S,(xó) of

each point xó of 52), and that (5.2) holds. Clearly we can choose the S,(x¿)

so that each of these spheres is contained in the open sphere S2, and we then

take Se(xo') to be the desired 50(x0'). By Lemma 4 and by (6.3) of Lemma 6,

we know that (3.1.1)—(3.1.7) hold in H,(x¿) for x0'G^2, and hence that

(1.14.2)—(1.14.5) hold for A* and K' in S,(x¿) whenever x0' ES2. It is easy to

see from the definition of A' that it satisfies (1.14.1) in S(xó), using the fact

that A satisfies (1.14.1) by hypothesis.

Next we show that Ae satisfies (1.14.6) in 5e(x0'). We note that

dA*(x|/)/d/ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, since it equals [A(xe|/+e)

—A(xe|/)]/e and

(9.1)

'rKAf(y|/)-^Ai(x|°]

1   rl
= — I At(y£ | / + e) - At(x, \ t + ¿) - At(y, \ t) + At(x, | /) | dt.

e J o

Since, by (1.14.1), Aj(x|/) is continuous in (x, /) on So®I it follows that it is

continuous in x uniformly with respect to /, and hence that the right mem-

ber of (9.1) approaches zero as y—>x. (Actually the right- and left-hand

derivatives of A(x| /) may be different at /= 1, but this causes no difficulty.)

We thus have in S,(xó) the existence of the functional principal value of the

Stieltjes integral of dA'/dt and the equality

/-1 d r1 o— A'(x | t)d*x(t) =   I    — A'(x| t)dx(t).
o   dt J o   dt

Thus A« satisfies (1.14.6) in S,(x0').

To show that A' satisfies (1.14.7) in 5e(xo'), we must show that for each
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fixed e, on 0<e^e3, and for some positive number ei (which can be conven-

iently chosen to be the ei defined in Lemma 3),

(9.3) fl~{[A'ix\t)Udx(t)
Jo at

is bounded below in x and e' on S,(x¿)®(0, fi). But clearly the expression

(9.3) can be written

1   z*1
— I     {a,(x,, | / + e') - A,(x,, | t)]dx(t),
e   Jo

where our convention requires that the first term in braces be Ae(xc>|l)

when Z+e'>l. Integrating by parts, we find that (9.3) is equal to

— x(t) — {Ae(xe- | / + e') - A.(av | /) }
e   J o dt

dt

1   r1+'' d l   r1        d
=-I x(/ - e') — Ae(xe- | t)dt H-I     x(t) — A«(x€. | t)dt

e' J o dt t' J o dt

"/.

o

1 d
■A,ix,.\t)dx,,(t).

dt

Thus expression (9.3) is simply the expression in (1.14.7) with x replaced by

x,'. Thus by (1.14.7) we have that (9.3) is bounded below in e, e', and x if

0<e<€o and x,'ESo- But now if 0<e'<ei, we have by the first paragraph of

the proof of Lemma 3 that | | |x0,e' —x0| | | O0/3, and hence that if xESi,

||xe<— x0| | | <2r0/3 and x,'ES0- Also we have St(x¡)) ES2ES1, so (9.3) is

bounded below in the desired region; i.e., when 0<€íSe3, 0<e'<ei, xES,(x¡¡),

and x¿£S2. Hence A' satisfies (1.14.7) in the proper sense.

Finally, we note that (4.1) is satisfied by K' in S,(x'0)®I when 0<e^e3.

This follows readily from (1.14.4) and (5.2), since

1       /» min (s+í.l)

K'(x | /, s) = — I {K(x, | / + e, u) — K(x, | t, u)} du
«2 J,

ß If min (*+«■!)

dt

and

'M di rl\d      !
r, [^'(xl /, s)] =   |      — K'(x\ t, s)

Jo   I dt
dt.

Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 4a are all satisfied, and we may employ it in

proving Theorem 3 exactly as Theorem A was used in proving Theorem 3a.

The conclusions of Theorems A and 4a are now identical because of (9.2),

and the extra hypothesis (4.1) of Theorem 3a is nowhere else used in the

proof. Thus Theorem 3 is established.
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Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 3 exactly as Theorem 4a follows from

Theorem 3a, and is therefore also established.

10. Conclusion. We close this paper by pointing out that Theorems 3 and

4 are strict generalizations of Theorems IV and V of [2]. This can easily be

verified if the reader keeps in mind (1.8) of [2], as well as Theorem 1 and

formula (7.9) of this paper.
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